join the

teqers!

Welcome to the world
of teqpong!
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TEQpong join the teqers!

Whilst developing teqpong the goal was to create a modern racket sport, that can be played and enjoyed by players of all levels on the
TEQ multifunctional sports equipment. After extended research and tests, we established the unique rules of teqpong and a new sport
was born and has been conquering the world ever since.

Teqpong challenges not only your physical skills, but
your focus and mind control as well.
The curved Teq table makes this new, innovative sport
even more enjoyable, creating various types of bounces
whereby angles need to be recalculated.
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Playing this game can greatly enhance hand-eye coordination and also improve
concentration, reflexes and your reaction time. Teqpong is an excellent way to
spend time for both sport lovers and those who are looking for a recreational
hobby, regardless of age, gender or level of skills.

TEQpong join the teqers!

Become
the next
champion!

pARKS

HOTELS
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SCHOOLS

families

leisure centres

The soul of teqpong is the table; a new and revolutionary piece of sports
equipment which took over two years of testing and research to eventually
develop its final innovative and sophisticated shape. The net is solid plexi
and thus the ball bounces back from it, so the concept of uninterrupted
games is no longer a dream.
The structure of the TEQ table, aligned with the rules, does not allow luck
or chance to interfere with the game: players can only rely on their skills
and abilities.

disabled friendly

sport centres

offices

TEQpong join the teqers!

„Teqpong is a
cool sport that
everyone can
enjoy. I like it
because there are
longer rallies
and everything
depends on
training and
creativity.”

IDEAL
FOR

public places

Mistelbach 2019 Teqpong Challenger Cup

Kaunas 2019 Teqpong Challenger Cup

Budapest 2019 Teqpong Challenger Cup

Main rules of Teqpong
A unique rules system has been established
specifically for teqpong to ensure that
players of all levels will enjoy the sport.
Players must use the same type of racket,
creating an even playing field whereby you
must rely on your skills to get the victory.
Enjoy the distinctive features of teqpong
such as the thrilling “doublepoint”, the
one-bounce serve and the opportunity to
volley the ball again if it bounces back
from the net! The main rules of the game
are the following:

One game is won when a player or team reaches 8 points.
A teqpong match consists of two or more winning games depending on the
competition.
After the service, the server has 12 strokes to win the rally; otherwise, the point
is awarded to the receiving player.
The server has only one chance to execute a successful service. The ball must
bounce only once and anywhere on the opponent’s playing surface of the table.
The service is rotated after every two rallies.
The first serve must be executed using a forehand serve from inside the service
box, the second serve must be executed using a backhand serve from inside the
other service box.
The server must throw the ball up and the movement of the racket during the
contact point must also be upwards.
Each player or team has the right to request the possibility to earn the
“doublepoint”, which is a chance to gain two points instead of one in a
single rally.
If the ball bounces back from the net it can still be played but only in the air.
Any contact with the table is forbidden.

USE THE EQUIPMENT AT YOUR OWN RISK!
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TEQpong join the teqers!

Teqpong World Championships 2019

INDOOR / OUTDOOR
CAN BE FIXED TO THE GROUND
UV PROOF
FIXED STRUCTURE
EASY TO ASSEMBLE
WATERPROOF

TEQpong join the teqers!
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR
WATERPROOF
UV PROOF
FOLDABLE
MOBILE
EASY TO MOVE

Available for one-person game
by folding one side of the table.

TEQpong join the teqers!
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TEQpong join the teqers!
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world is
curved

anyone
anytime
anywhere

TIME TO MAKE YOUR CITY TEQ

TEQpong join the teqers!
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Para teqpong is a key member
of the teqpong family, a special
racket sport for disabled
athletes, where not only
physical skills are required,
but focus and mind control
as well.
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One game is won when a player reaches eight points. A para teqpong
match consists of two or more winning games depending on the
competition.
The curved TEQ sports equipment brings everyone out of their comfort
zone by creating unexpected angles and incredibly fast rallies.
We believe that para teqpong can provide new opportunities for
disabled athletes all around the world and promote inclusivity and
integration.

„I have become a para
teqpong addict, this
sport is amazing and I
highly recommend it to
every wheelchair-user.”

TEQpong join the teqers!

This fast-pace sport allows two players in wheelchairs to face each other
in thrilling matches that would test all the player’s skills and reflexes.

#teqpong

